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The general solution of the plane problem of the theory of elasticity for 

a region bounded by two eccentric circles in a plane was given by Jeffer 

[ 1 1 and Weinel [ 2 I in bipolar coordinates. The loading was assumed to 

he in the form of a trigonometric series. This solution cannot be applied 

to a case of concentrated loading, since the trigonometric series become 

divergent. 

Sen Gupta [3 1 analyzed the deformation of an eccentric ring acted 

upon by two diametrically opposite forces applied along the axis symmetry. 

However, a general case of forces acting on such a ring was not considered. 

Below are given expressions for ,the stress function and for the com- 

ponents of stress resulting from the action of any concentrated force on 

the outside periphery of an eccentric ring. It is assumed that the re- 

actions for a given force are stresses acting along the ring’s boundaries. 

These reaction stresses reduce to zero when several forces ncting on the 

ring are in equilibrium. 

In the solution of this problem the bipolar coordinates a and 6 are 

used. Their relation to the rectangular coordinates x and y is given by 

the following expressions.* 

I= sinh x 
., y= 

sin i3 
cash a + cos /3 cash a $ cos 6 

(1) 

Let us consider the state of stress in an eccentric ring defined by 

coordinates a = a 
1 

and a = a2; the radii of these circles being respect- 

* The information on bipolar coordinates, and on many problems solved in 

terms of such coordinates. may be found in a book by Uf liand [ 4 1 . 
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ively equal to r1 = cosech aI and r2 = cosech a*; the eccentricity is 

equal to c = 1 coth a1 - coth a2 1 (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

Let it be assumed that a force is applied at point K of the periphery 

a = al (the bipolar coordinates of point K are aI, PI, and the rectangular 

coordinates are x 1, and Ye). The applied force has normal component R 

and tangential component T and is reacted on by the following tangential 

and normal stresses along both boundaries of the ring: 

7 ag = f d (cash a + cos p) (Y ch a + AI sinha) 

(I~ = _t & [X (co9 p + 2 cash a cos b + 1) - Y sinh a sin p + M (cash a + cos p) sin p](2) 

where X and Y are projections of the applied force on the x and y co- 

ordinate axes respectively, and M = XyI - Yxl is the moment of the force 

about the origin of coordinate axes. (The upper signs are given for the 

stresses along the outer periphery and lower signs for the stresses along 

the inner periphery). Consequently the stresses are reduced to zero when 

SS = SY = cnt = 0. 

Let the stress function be equal to the sum of two functions, both of 

which are biharmonic and satisfy single-sign displacement conditions. 

Q = 91+ PS (3) 

The function +I has a singularity at point KK(xl, yl) of the type 

f[-X((y-yl)+Y(Z-X,)tan-l~ 
x - Z-1 

which corresponds to the application of a force at point K on the ring’s 

periphery; the function is defined by the following formula 
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+ Ysin p] +[Tsinht-ISsin@ + (Tzl -+ Rylj(cosht - cos0)J Btan-1 

(g=casha+cosB,~i=a-ai, O=@--PI ) 

where Y is Poisson’s ratio. &I this and in the following formulas the 
upper sign applied when al < u2, i.e., when the for&e sets on the outer 
periphery of the ring, and the lower sign applies when uI > a2, where the 
force is applied to the inner periphery of the ring. The corresponding 
stresses may be found by known formulas for the components of stress by 
means of a stress function expressed in bipolar coordinates (see, for 
instance, t4 f p. 1111, as follows: 

rfi: -+ (Y cash a + Msinha) f y. Ycos i;] 

[= P -co: ]r = G- (cohha + cos p) 
C 
(Tsin0 + R sinh 1) 

cash tcose-f 

(cosht-coso)* 

‘.- (TQ + Ry1) ~~~~~~~~o~* ‘f . ..i. (X eos fl + M sin 8) f 9 X cosb a] 

2 
fag -t- o,lr = - 

t 
-_(Tsin8+Rsfnht)cosht_eosB coshu~~ccsB~+~sin~~-~sinba~-- 

7c 

3 -Xsinhacos@+Ycosbasin@f+ (Xcoshacosp+X-Ysinhasinpj (5) 
1 

The function $ must remove from the boundary of the ring all stresses 
not included in equation (21, snd may be chosen in the following form of 
a series.: 

gcpr = &- ( Ja (cash a + cos @) $ C cos p + i [/,c (aj cas np + fns (a) sin np I) (6) 
n-1 

Here 

f,(a)=A,[cosh(n+Ift-cosh(n--jtl$_B,[(tt-I)sfnh (s+f)f-(n-i-fjsinh 

(n-f)tl 

h (a) = Alcosh 2t + B1 sinh 2t (t = a - al) (n22) (3 
The constants in this function must be such 8s to satisfy boundary 

conditions. The stresses corresponding to the function $ are determined 
by the following formulas 
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!y& = 2; (cod a+ cos B) ( J sin B + g [n?i (a) sin n@ - njz (a) cos rzp]} (8) 
n-l 

[u~--u~]~ =f(cosha+cosft) (Jsinh a+ 5 [P~(a)cosnp+F~(a) 
n-1 

sin nfJj 
I 

Here 

F,,(a) = nA, [(n + 1) cash (n + 1) t - (n - 1) cash (n - 1) t] + 

+n(G--l)B,[sinh(n+l)t-sinh(n--l)t] (n > 2) 

Fl(a) = 2A,cosh2t+2B1sinh2t (9) 

a’n (a) = Kn + 1) A,+1 + 2 ncosha,A, + (n - 1) A,,_i] cash nt + I-- 2sinh a1.1, + 

+ (n + 1) (n + 2) B,+i + 2 (nx - 1) cash alB, + (n - 1) (n - 2) B&l 8 inh nt. (n > J) 

@x(a) = ]3& + 4coshalA2 + A, [coQ2t +] -2sinh a,Ap + 12& + gc_oshal& + Bllsinh2 

I& (a) = [2Az + 2coshalA1 - 2sinhalB1 [cosht + [-- 2sinhalAl+ g& + 2cosh a,Glsinht 

In order to determine the constants, the function gqbi is also expressed 

in the form of trigonometric series using expansion 

a 1 tsnWi$oth-i-tsn -$) = f [4- 8 -j- 2 n ernf sin no] 
11-l 

(10) 

One obtains 

gcp1= & {c + I-I f 

T T a (Ksinh a + Y sin p) + [f I{ (coShal+ cos PI) f Rsinh aI T s/z X] cos p + 

+ (eT2’ - 1) [- T cos 31 T 1/z M] sin p + (eT2’ - 1) [T sin p1 T */z X] cos !3 f 

12Ti 

In 

si!‘~e~nf sinno + 2 2 ]R~COSO - (~ri + Ry,)sinne]nsinht *Zsht,eTnfI 
n=x n-2 n (n” - I,) I 

where 

c = 7 $1 [-X sin p + Y sinh a + M (cash a + cos p)] f 

& ]fi sin PI - J/z ill] sin f! + Z?e*‘l sinh a F Re*‘I (cosha + cos p) 

II= + l/z b I- ~7 sin p + Y sinh a + M (cash a + cos p)] 
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The terms in the expression for C do not affect stresses; thus they 

need not be considered; the terms in the expression for H, when a = a*, 

give stresses entering into (2); the stresses when a = a2, which depend 
on the remaining terms of series given by (lo), must be taken care of by 

means of function 42. 

Having the above in mind, the coefficients of cos P$ and sin t@ in the 

sums gc++ g92 and J(gq5,) /da + J(g&) /da when a = a2, may be equated to 

zero, and thus coefficients An, B,(n >, 2) may be determined as follows: 

F n sinh tl cash tr & eTnfl sinh ntl] 

l&C = 1 
n (nz - 1) A,, 

[Rn cos $% + (Tzr + Ry,) sin nPl][nasinh2tI f nsinh trcosh tl rt 

- * zi nP1 [n2 s inh2 tI F nsinh tI cash tl fa 7n’%inhnll] 
n 

B 6=. 1 
n n (na - 1) A,, 

IRs sin 4% + (TZI + RYI) cos npll x 

X [n* sinh2tr f nsinh trcosh tr f cTnfl sinh ntr] f _h * cos ‘3’ sinh’tl 
n 

4 =sinh2ntr -@sinh2tl @I = aa - al) 

The constants Al, B1, C and 3 may be found by comparing the stresses 

given by formulas (5) and (8), when a = ai and a = a2, with those given 
by (2). Then 

AC = =t * 
e7*‘l sin /3r 
sinh2f 

1 
kiX+iJtanhtl, BIC=_+(X+J) 

eT2f* sin PI 
’ = 5 T sinh 21 1 

-_R sinhalrF~X~~XsinhZat-_J((tanhtl~sinb2a~) 

1 
ta&T(sinh.’ uz + sinh’ aI) 

f T tanh tl sin PI F.R (cash al + cos PI) f 4 X 7 

l-v 
T 4-X (sinh2 az - sinh 2 a,)!j 

CT211 cos pi 1 
Al*=TT sinh21, &2-M&yYtanhfl (12) 

81’ = -$M&$’ 
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Thus, the stress function for the given problem is determined. 

As an example, let us consider the compression of an eccentric ring 

acted upon by two equal forces applied along a diameter of the outer 

circumference of the ring, Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

The ring is bounded by the curves aI = 1.0 and u2 = 2.0; the radius of 

the outer circle is r1 = 0.8509; the radius of the inner circle is r2 = 

0.2757; the eccentricity is e 0.2757. The coordinates of a point of 

application of the force are a = 1 and 0 = 2 2.2758. Here, obviously, 

xX= Z$Y= %f= 0 and the periphery of the ring is free of stresses. For 

each force R = 1 and T = 0. The first five terms of the series given by 

(6) and (7) are used in computations. The following values of coefficients 

fv = 0.3) are obtained from formulas given by (11) and (12): 

rllc = - 0.06157, AZ’ = 0.42017, Ax= = - 0.09448, A4C=+0.01347, ASC = - 9.6@)54 

&’ = + 0.08085, B,’ == - ~,4889t~, BSe = + 0.05235, Brc = - 0.00485, 

3s” = $ 0.00014, C = - 1.99559, f L - 0.16170 

The stresses are computed by formulas (5) for each of the two forces 
separately and added to stresses computed by formulas (8). Figs. 2 and 3 

show diagrams of stresses u 
/3 

along the diameter on the z-axis and along 

the periphery of the ring. 

A half-plane with a round hole may be considered as a special case of 

an eccentric ring. when the radius of the outer circle is equal to in- 

finity, Thus, all formulas derived in this article may be applied to a 

problem where a concentrated force is acting on a half-plane with a 
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circular opening; it is only necessary to put a = 0 for the straight-line 

boundary. It is also necessary to consider forces which mSt aCt SS 

reactions to a given loading at an infinitely distant point (a = 0, fi = 

2 n) on the plane. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 shows a diagram of stresses, o 
(3 

along the periphery of a 

circular opening and stresses ua along the diameter on the x-axis, when 

a force is applied at a point along the circumference of the opening in 

an elastic half-plane. The radius of the opening is r = 0.8509. the dis- 

tance from the boundary line of the half-plane to the center of the 

opening is d = 1.3130. The force having components R = -1 and T = 0 is 

applied at a point having coordinates a = 1.0 and fi = 2 n. The reaction 

is a force, R = +l and T = 0, acting at a point having coordinates 

a= 0.0 andp=f_w. 
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